"THE CLASH OF CIVILIZATION" : A PROGNOSIS OF THE FUTURE OR THE LURE OF THE PAST

Taufik Abdullah*

The story begins when Samuel P. Huntington -- the famous political scientist from a highly prestigious university, Harvard University, and a citizen of the strongest power on earth -- writes an articles, entitled "The Clash of Civilization?" in Foreign Affairs.¹ Soon enough the article invites highly critical comments from several scholars.² Not someone who can easily be set aside, Huntington gives his response to his critics by asking a challenging question, "If Not Civilizations, What?". If anything the criticisms only harden his conviction that civilization, instead of ideology, economy, or whatever, would become the basis of conflict in the Post Cold War.³ He does not stop with this rather cynical question, he writes a book with the same subject and title, but without a question mark.⁴ Huntington, "the seeker", has in the meantime become the "true believer"-- as Eric Hoffer would have called him. He also defends his position in several interviews he gives after the publication of the book.

---

¹ Senior researcher (Ahli Peneliti Utama), Center for Social and Cultural Studies, Indonesian Institute of Sciences (PMB-LIPI)
The main theses of Huntington have by now been widely known. *The clash of Civilizations* is a very comprehensive and well-planned book. Any attempt to summarize it would not do justice to the subtleties of the book's arguments. Anyway the book, like the article, starts from a thesis that the end of Cold War has brought with it the change of the character of global politics. It is now multicivilizational and it is also multipolar. There are seven (or possibly eight) contemporary civilizations -- Western, Orthodox, Latin American, Sinic, Hindu, Islamic, Japan, and (possibly) African civilizations. Societies sharing cultural affinities co-operate with each others and group themselves politically under the leadership of the “core state” of their respective civilizations. Relations between states belonging to the same civilization is closer than the relationship among states from different civilizations. Inter-civilizational relationship can be more or less conflictual. While the relationship between Islamic and Western civilizations is a conflictual relationship that of between Western Civilization and the Latin American civilization is less conflictual. Actually Huntington tends to suggest that the relationship between the Islamic civilization with the other civilizations are more or less conflictual, even though he also foresees the highly possibility that the Islamic and the Sinic civilizations would form an alliance in their opposition to the West.

Although the West has played the dominant driving force in the process of modernization of the world, it cannot Westernize the non-Western societies. Since the end of the Cold War that Western civilization has begun to decline, the Asian civilizations, on the other hand, have economically, militarily, and politically been expanding. Non-Western civilizations have begun to re-affirm the intrinsic excellence of their civilizations. The strengthening of the civilizational identities particularly occurs in the “fault line” conflict. This tendency is most prevalent among the Muslims, whose demographic explosion destabilizes the multicivilizational world. However, “the greatest threat to world peace”, according to him, is “the conflicts generated by Western universalism, Muslim militancy, and Chinese assertion”. The West, therefore, should be aware of the growing power of anti-Western Islamic fundamentalism and should deter the emergence of anti-Western Islamic-Sinic alliance system.

A real danger to Western civilization, however, resides in its own core state, the United States, where people begin to entertain the idea of the United States being a multicivilizational nation. This idea is tantamount to transforming the United States into a United Nations and to the rejection of the very foundation of Western civilization. “Multiculturalism at home”, he says, “threatens the US and the West; universalism abroad threatens the West and the world. Both deny the uniqueness of the West”.

In spite of the rigor of Huntington’s arguments, several scholars and intellectuals have seriously questioned the academic validity of his list of major contemporary civilizations, his model of using civilizations as the paradigm to understand and predict post Cold War global politics, and his rather apocalyptic prognosis about the future. Some scholars find it rather strange to see that Huntington does not pay enough attention to the roles of science, technology, economy, and even popular culture. “How can world peace be maintained”, Janadas Devan asks, “if the most important material elements of every modern culture -- science, technology and production-- are sacrificed on the altar of cultural exclusivities?” 6. Others seriously question Huntington’s refusal to acknowledge the important roles played by several kinds of regional economic and political organizations in reducing conflict and enhancing international cooperation. One reviewer asks a seemingly simple question, “If other civilizations have been around for centuries why are they posing a challenge only now?” To put it differently he, like some other reviewers, is wondering how come Huntington who has constructed his “civilizations” from his understanding of history forgets the internal historical dynamics of civilization. He “has found his civilizations whole and intact, watertight under an eternal sky”, Fouad Ajami says.

5 Huntington, op.cit. 318.
When Huntington flatly rejects Ajani’s challenging dictum, “civilizations do not control states, states control civilizations,” he does not only show his understanding of history, but also his cultural determinism. The article and the book illustrate how this cultural attitude can easily entrap him into his own cultural and political prejudices in dealing with other civilizations. In the event how can he avoid the danger of being allured by the ever convenient Priscian bed? It is perhaps not too difficult to find loopholes and weaknesses in Huntington’s major design. After all as a young Indonesian intellectual says Huntington might have fallen into the slippery trap of his “grand narrative” It fails to explain the intricate and complex nature of inter-civilizational relationship.

It is fair enough for Huntington to defend the sanctity of Western civilization. His descriptions and opinions on other civilizations, particularly on Islam, clearly reveals how deeply he is in debt to the tradition rightly called by Edward Said, “orientalism” -- that is an “ideology” in the form of knowledge about Islam that emerges from confrontation, domination, and cultural antipathy. He also demonstrates the validity of Spurr’s finding on the continuing influence of “the rhetoric of empire” even in the academic discourse Huntington’s “covering of Islam”, as Said would have said, “is not interpretation in the genuine sense but an assertion of power”. Who then would wonder if Huntington’s book is in more than one way also a warning to the Western world,” Beware the threat of Islam”.

In spite of the highly complex problems that it tries to discuss, Huntington’s book is a pleasant to read. It is well written and occasionally adorned by light humor and challenging dictum and well-thought aphorisms. As a matter of taste the book can easily pass as a romantic political thriller – well designed, excellent plot, packed with actions, and crowded by many actors, good and bad, without ever forgetting who the real hero is and what stake is to be taken care of. Although Huntington begins by using historical approach in constructing the stage of the plots he is about to tell – the seven or eight civilizations – his time dimension becomes flat when he begins to narrate the story itself. His empirical data are largely derived from contemporary political affairs – something any well planned thriller used to apply in constructing its imaginary plots. Like any other well designed thriller, the book can also invite the creative imagination of its readers. What would the climax of the story be if the reader, instead of the author, is to write it? In the event one cannot simply dismiss what is being imagined by the reader is less credible and coherence and certainly no more subjective than that has been written by the author.

The attempt to acquire the relative freedom to participate in the process of creation, albeit only in one’s own imagination, is not only a way to get into the messages sent by the author through the intermediary of the text, but also to reduce the impact of the violence of words. And Huntington’s words can sometime be quite violent. Not rarely he lets himself to be swayed by the impulse to blame the victims. How one would interpret his comments, that “(U)less a group can do as the Bosnian Muslims did and convincingly portray itself as a victim of genocide and thereby arouse Western sympathy; it can only expect to receive significant assistance from its civilizational kin, and apart from the Bosnian Muslims, that has been the case” The Bosnians have to have the ability to pretend as if their wives are not raped and their children are not killed before they can expect any sympathy from the West and receive assistance from its civilizational kin. The problem is of course the scattered mass graves all over Bosnia Herzegovina are simply too real to be treated as a make believed world.

Therefore, why not, even for a while, avoid the violence of the text? Let just for a while pretend that it is a thriller to enjoy. What would the climax of a world best seller thriller, called “The Clash of Civilization”, be if the reader is allowed to write it? Let just follow the imaginary plot constructed by Huntington.

---

13 Huntington, op. cit. 268
The year is 2010. Korea has been re-united. Taiwan has accepted China’s suzerainty. The United States has greatly reduced its military presence in Japan and the Far East. That is the time when China finally decides to establish full control over South China Sea. Vietnam resists and fighting occurs between Chinese and Vietnamese warships. In addition to its strong desire to having a control over the oil-rich scattered small islands, China is also eager to revenge its humiliation in the 1979 war. It launches a full scale aggression to Vietnam, which in fact, like China, also belongs to the Sinic civilization. Facing this massive attack Vietnam appeals to the United States, its former enemy that has become a reliable ally. The United States condemns China’s military adventures and asks this core state of the Sinic civilization to withdraw. Since China ignores this appeal the United States sends warships to South China Sea. Unfortunately the ships become easy prey of Chinese submarines. The United States has to be careful in dealing with China, because both powers have nuclear capabilities. It also has to consider domestic public opinion. In the meantime China has overrun Vietnamese forces and occupies Hanoi.

India, a long time enemy of China, seizes the opportunity to launch a devastating attack on Pakistan. Initially it is quite successful, but soon the military alliance between China, Iran, and Pakistan is activated. India becomes bogged down fighting Iranian and Pakistani troops. Both India and Pakistan appeal to Arab states for support. While Pakistan may appeal to Islamic, India warns the Arab states about the prospect of Iranian dominance in Southwest Asia. The success of China against the United States has in the meantime stimulated major anti-Western movements in the Middle East. Radical Islamic movements manage to bring down pro-Western governments. The West cannot do anything to halt this trend. This apparent Western weakness leads massive Arab attack on Israel. A nuclear warhead explodes outside Marseille. Nato finally joins the war game.

The military successes of China leave Japan no other choice but to bandwagon China. Though officially remains neutral, Japan more often than not yields to China’s demand. Japan plays a role an active neutral player in the game. This situation forces the United States to evacuate all its remnant troops in Japan. Russia, which has rejected China’s offer to establish a mutual security pact at the beginning of the war, decides to side with the Western power, under the leadership of the United States. This core state of the Orthodox civilization suspects that China, the core state of the Sinic civilization, can be a great threat to its security and to its territorial integrity. In the quagmire of the conflict between major civilizations the Orthodox Serbs and the Catholic Croats join the bandwagon of their respective core states by attacking Bosnia. Turkey, a “torn country”, who wants to be part of Western civilization, despite its thoroughly Islamic character, can no longer stay aloof from the conflict. Two threatening major civilizations are already at its gate.

Control over of oil is certainly of central importance to all combatants. Since the Arab countries are already under the domination of Islamic militants, the West becomes increasingly dependent on Russian, Caucasian and Central Asian sources. This factor leads the West to intensify its effort to enlist Russia on its side and to support Russia in extending its control over the oil-rich Muslim country to its south.

In whatever ways this global war can finally be put to an end and whatever outcome it might bring, the broader long term result would almost be the drastic decline of all major combatants in the war. Since the war has practically devastated China, Korea, and Japan, power gradually shifts to the southern hemisphere. In the event Indonesia, which remains neutral, becomes the dominant state. With the guidance of its Australian advisors, Indonesia can shape the course of events from New Zealand on the east to Myanmar and Sri Lanka on the west, Vietnam on the north. Although this trend may presage the future conflict with India and a revived China, the center of world politics moves south.  

Unlike the previous global wars in the modern times, known in history as the first and the second world wars, this one is a civilizational war. Economic and ideological interest have been replaced by civilizational links as the most important bases of the alliance system. Of the seven or eight contemporary civilizations, mentioned by Huntington, five are active participants in this imaginary global war. The Australian case is an exceptional. A Western country, it is willing to take sides.

to give guidance to Indonesia, which in Huntington's classification belongs to the Islamic civilization. This can be explained by the fact Australia has become a "torn country", which tries to shift its civilizational alignment.\(^{13}\)

Of course this is only an imaginary scenario of the world's future conflict. Huntington himself hastens to add that "If this scenario seems a wildly implausible fantasy to the reader, that is all to the good". By offering this frightening scenario he wants to give credence to his prediction and to provide warnings to the great powers. If a global war does finally take place — something "highly improbable but not impossible" — it is going to be a war between civilizations and it is "most likely involving Muslims on one side and non-Muslim on the other".\(^{16}\) In the above imaginary scenario of the global war Huntington shows how the military and political adventures of the core state of the Sinic civilization, China, not only gives the opportunity to radical Islamic movements to dominate the pro-West Arab states, but also makes its alliance with the Islamic countries stronger than ever. It is this newly activated alliance that threatens India, the core state of the Hindu civilization. The outcome of the global war is a near total destruction of several countries from several civilizations — something no one would like it to happen. But how to avoid this tragic eventuality?

The imaginary scenario of global war can provide two important lessons for the future. The first is what Huntington calls "abstention rule", that is any core state should refrain from intervening in conflicts that occur in the other civilizations. The second is the "joint mediation rule" that the core states should negotiate with each other to contain fault line war between states or between groups from their civilizations. In other words the West which has for one or two centuries been the dominant power in the world should learn that it is now living in the "multicivilizational, multipolar world".\(^{17}\)

Let's just hope the great powers or the core states of the present world civilizations would willingly adhere to these well-thought rules from the world renown pundit. However, one should also realize that the history of the world has blatantly shown how wise words and good advises from the sages or even the prophets repeatedly went unheard and ignored. Political history is full of stories of conflicts that might have been avoided and of wars that might have been hindered. What, then, would happen, after the imaginary global war — "a highly implausible, but not impossible" scenario — is finally put to an end? Power would shift southward and, as Huntington predicts, Indonesia would emerge as a powerful state, simply because it manages to maintain its neutrality. This sprawling archipelagic state, which by then has the population of about 220 millions and (if the Indonesian government's scenario can be taken as a clue) with its GNP over 3000 thousand US dollars and its poverty has practically been eradicated, can determine the course of events far beyond the boundaries of Southeast Asian region. In spite of the fact that Indonesia lies on the periphery of the Islamic world, "far removed from its Arab center", this country has, nevertheless, every possibility to fill the role of the core state in the Islamic civilization. After all, as Huntington states, along with Egypt, Iran, Turkey, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, it is at the present time a strong contender to become one.\(^{18}\) If, indeed, this is going to be the case, the Islamic civilization would finally have its own core state.

Huntington does not say this. He may have strong doubt whether Indonesia can emerge as the core state. He may even refuse to see the possibility of the Islamic civilization would ever have its own core state. However, if history can be taken as a guide, one could certainly ask, "Why should not the future of the Islamic civilization be under the leadership of the Malay race?". In the beginning it was the Arabs who brought the Islamic light to the world. At the peak of Islamic political power, the Persians illuminated the world with their Islamic cultural brilliance, and then, when the Western civilization had awakened from its deep sleep, it was the Turks' turn to continue to bring the torch of Islam. It was so successful that at one time in the 16th century they knocked on the door of Vienna. By the end of the 19th century Turks' Ottoman Empire was already known as "the sick man Europe". One century would have passed when finally -- if the imaginary scenario can be followed -- the southward shift of power gives the Islamic

\(^{13}\) Ibid. 151-154
\(^{16}\) Ibid. 312
\(^{17}\) Ibid. 316
\(^{18}\) Ibid. 177-178
civilization to have a core state again. The time now belongs to the Malay race.

If the present situation can be taken as an indicator for the future there is no strong reason why should Indonesia be dismissed as the core state of the Islamic civilization after the great global civilizational war that has been imaginatively constructed by Huntington. "An Islamic core state", he says, "has to possess the economic resources, military power, organizational competence, and Islamic identity and commitment to provide political and religious leadership to the ummah." Huntington may have some doubts about the ability of Indonesia to fulfill the last requirement. Nevertheless, if he asks any Indonesian leader, whoever he or she is, either an Islamic oriented leader or a "secular" one, he would be surprised to hear how widespread this opinion about the future role of Indonesia in the Islamic world is. The more so because they have been hearing the same sentiment from several prominent modern Islamic thinkers. It is true Indonesia is located on the periphery of Islamic center, but then how one can deny the roles of information and communication technologies in reducing the importance of geographical and cultural distances? How about the continuing acceleration of the movement of people? After all United States, the core state of Western civilization, is located in the periphery of its civilization. The Judeo-Christian creed, the essence of Western civilization, was also not born in this country. Bethlehem is not located in Massachusetts, but somewhere in Asia, in a region encircled by threatened inherited lands of the Islamic civilization.

The United States is considered as the core state of the Western civilization because it is the most powerful nation state, why cannot Indonesia be one of its own civilization after the end of the imaginary global war? After all, despite Huntington's claim that civilization is "the highest cultural groupings of people and the broadest level of cultural identity; people have short of that which distinguishes humans from other species" and its "the biggest 'we'" in the dynamic of global politics he describes a change of emphasis in the meaning of the concept of civilization takes place. It has gradually become, as Wang Gungwu rightly suggests, "power groupings made up of nation-states and formed either around shared core cultural values or through readiness to cohere in defense of common interest against challenges coming from different cultural systems." Having its own "core state" the Islamic civilization would be able--like the United States in the Western civilization--to make its house in order. "The absence of an Islamic core state", as Huntington states, "is a major contributor to the pervasive internal and external conflicts which characterize Islam. Consciousness without cohesion is a source of weakness to Islam and a source of threat to other civilizations."

With the presence of a "core state" the continuing internal and external conflicts, "which characterize Islam", as Huntington never forgets to remind his readers, would surely be gradually terminated. Islamic civilization would not only turn its weakness into its source of strength but also ceases to be a "threat to other civilization". And, what does it mean for Indonesia? At long last Indonesia would not only participate but also take the leadership in "safeguarding world order, based on freedom, eternal peace, social justice". If the fictionalized

---

19 Ibid. 177
20 As early as 1949 an Islamic thinker from Algiers, Malek Bennabi, states, "The Muslim world, doubly polarized, now seems besides, to yield to the attraction of Jakarta rather than of Cairo or Damascus. This transfer to an Asian phase implies for its psychological, cultural, moral, social and political consequences that would govern its present as well as its future, primarily in the formation of a collective will". See his Islam in History and Society (translated by Asma Rashid from French), Kuala Lumpur: Berta Publishing, 1991, pp. 109-110. (Reprinted). Bennabi's prediction may well be based on his speculation on the Islamic historical trends, but see also Fazlur Rahman's assessment that he made after looking at the development of Islam in Indonesia in the 1970s. See his Islam & Modernity: Transformation of an Intellectual Tradition. Chicago & London: The University of Chicago Press, 1984, 125-129. The translated version of the book is widely read by young Indonesian Muslim intellectuals.
21 Huntington, op.cit. 43.
23 Huntington, op.cit. 177.
global war that erupts in the year 2010 lasts, say, about five years, it means that seventy years after it proclaimed its independence (1945) Indonesia finally fulfills one of the promises of its independence, as formulated in the Preamble of its 1945 Constitution.

Is it historical irony or tragedy that continues to befall on Indonesia? It could finally proclaim its independence after the atomic bombs destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It fulfills the dreams of its founding fathers after the (imaginary) global civilizational war brings destruction to the participating countries. As if Indonesia can only take benefit from human tragedy. What a fate of a country whose people are so proud with its desire to maintain peace and harmony.

The Muslims, radical and moderate alike, can still find delight in Huntington’s assessment on the state of the Islamic civilization. No matter how they look at themselves in the present multipolar world, they are now told that the Islamic civilization is actually on a par with the West. More than that they are actually the threat to the other civilizations. Since only a strong one can be a threat to the others they might be wondering how come they still maintain their defensive posture. At long last, after a few centuries have been living under the shadow of the myth of the long passed Islamic grandeur, an Indian Muslim, who may have to suffer the political threat and humiliation from the emerging power of the radical Hindu political party, a Singaporean Malay, who has to endure the fact of being a part of the least successful group in a country originally belong to him, a rich Saudi aristocrat, who keeps condominium in London and Paris, and a follower of the betrayed Federation of Islamic Salvation of Algiers, have something they can share together in delight. The dream of returning to the “glorious age” of Islam has apparently become a reality. At least that is how Huntington rates the place of the Islamic civilization in the present multipolar world, albeit in negative trepidation and apprehension, not to say horror.

Is this imaginary prospect a deviation from Huntington’s main messages in his controversial book? It may well be that is the case. Certainly it is far beyond his wildest imagination to make the Muslims to be proud of their civilization. It is also not his intention to make the Indonesians to have a strong believe in the future of their country. His main interests are simply to provide a strategic paradigm to understand the present trends — now that the Cold War is over — and to warn the West, particularly the United States, about its unique civilization and about the continuing importance of its role in the new world order, despite its relative economic, military and demographic declines. He among others advises the West to contain the development of the military power of Sinic and Islamic countries, and to stay away from the affairs of other civilizations. Naturally, he does not have to remind the Western powers that the any alliance system that have been established between one or two Islamic nation states with China is largely due to the pressures of the West.

The book’s scholarly pretense, notwithstanding, it is also a political trap. By rejecting the validity of internal cultural diversities and conceptually forcing nation states to belong to only one particular civilization, Huntington not only advises American compatriots to remain loyal to the legacy of their Western civilization but also pushes the Muslims into the fold of the so-called anti West Islamic “fundamentalists”. By ridiculing Turkey as being “torn country” and dismissing the pro West Arab countries as being undemocratic and authoritarian, he can expect these countries and others would finally make their choice and create their “bloody borders”.

That is happening now, Huntington says in his book, not without the feeling of satisfaction for what he thinks is the correct assessment he has already made in his controversial article on the same subject. That would also be the future of the multipolar world. In his rather bleak vision of the future Huntington, as his imaginary global war suggests, tends to see the clash between Islamic and Western civilizations as a possibility that cannot be discounted. A conflict takes place outside the direct interests of the two civilization may ultimately push them to face each other. Is it a prediction or a lure to self-fulfilling prophecies?

The future global clash is actually the return to the period of reconquista, only this time it is the radical Islamic powers, rather than expanding Western powers, that take the initiatives. The future of “clash of civilization” would finally close the circle of history which

24 Samuel P. Huntington, “Clash of Civilization?”, Foreign Affairs, 72, 2 (Summer) 1973, 22-49
begins with what an Indian historian, Panikar, calls “the age of Vasco da Gama”. What an ending to the cycle that has given the world its unprecedented progress, intensive cultural communication, exploitation and sufferings. The dynamic of the “Age of Extreme”, that Hobsbawn talks about, could proceed to its logical conclusion -- the destructive clash of civilization -- if the United States does not preserve its role as the defender of Western civilization and fails to understand the nature of the multiculturized world.

One can indeed lament the fact that in time when the world is trying to shape its self in accordance with the new demand of history, Huntington does not only give his apocalyptic warning, but also insidiously cultivates a culture of hatred. How easy it is to cultivate this kind of culture, particularly if one uses, like Huntington does, a flat time dimensional approach to contemporary events. As its stands now, Huntington is just but a voice of the gallant Western warrior defending his presumably threatened civilization against the windmill of his own creation.

Huntington’s future is actually the re-creation of the 16th and 17th century world. Just as, what his says, “Asia’s future is Asia’s past”. Two centuries have passed since the destructions of glorious Asian kingdoms a new period is now emerging. A full cycle of history has been completed. A cyclical view of history is a matter philosophical conviction that can be simply accepted or rejected. Therefore what is a better respond to Huntington’s apocalyptic vision of the future and his prediction of the future Islamic-Sinic military alliance than an international seminar on the “Islam and Confucianism”, held in Malaysia, one of Huntington’s genuine “cleft countries”?

This conference, like other similar conferences, tries to tries to find common

---

25 The international Seminar on “Islam and Confucianism: A Civilizational Dialogue” held by the University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, March 16-17, 1995. Prof. Tu Wei-Ming from Harvard University ventures to give a list of “common areas for interaction” between Islamic and Sinic civilizations --community-orienlessness, believe in one’s destiny, fate and ming, traditional sage-king and warrior-leader, emphasis on man’s potential for goodness, detailed rule of behaviour. The Straits Times, Saturday, March 18, 1995.

26 This paper is presented at the Conference on Indonesian Studies, held by the Program of Southeast Asian Studies, Arizona State University, June 13-15, 1997.